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Abstract
A proposed model for low pressure subcooled boiling flow was incorporated into the safety reactor code relap5/mod3.2 to enhance
the performance of the reactor code to predict the occurrence of the
Ledinegg-type of instability in two phase flows. The nodalization
scheme employed for the particular geometry as modeled in the relap5 code is described. The modified code was validated against
experimental data and a marked improvement in predictive performance was noted. Simulation results using the modified relap5 code
and cfx were also compared. Discrepancies between the modified
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relap5 predictions and the experimental benchmark were observed,
particularly on the influence of subcooling on the flow instability.
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1

Introduction

The study of the excursive-type flow instability (known as the Ledinegg-type
instability) in low-pressure subcooled boiling flow is crucial for the safety
analyses of research reactors. The occurrence of significant amount of bubbles
in the channel flow can cause changes in the pressure drop, heat transfer
performance, and oscillation or redistribution of flow rates in the case of
parallel multi-channel systems [13, 9, 17]. This instability is important as
far as the thermal margin is concerned because drastic changes in the flow
may cause the critical heat flux (chf) to be reached, which can lead to loss
of coolant accidents [10, 11]. The occurrence of the Ledinegg-type instability
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is greatly influenced by the operating conditions (for example, high inlet
subcooling at low pressures) and system geometry [10].
Subcooled boiling flows have important implications in the nuclear industry [13, 9], more so for research reactors that operate under low pressures.
Models for subcooled boiling flows that have been incorporated into reactor
safety codes (such as cathare, relap5 and relap3D) still mainly cater for
power reactors at high pressures. For subcooled boiling flows at low pressures,
relevant models in these codes must be significantly modified and validated
for applicability before they can become a powerful tool for undertaking any
thermal-hydraulic safety analyses of research reactors [9, 17, 16].
Recent numerical studies geared towards enhancing the predictive performance of the safety code relap5 under low pressure subcooled boiling
conditions indicated promising results, although further improvements are
still needed [15, 16]. Among the key issues cited in recent research on low
pressure subcooled boiling are the bubble dynamics parameters. These include bubble size distribution and interfacial area concentration [11], bubble
departure diameter [6], and wall heat flux partitioning [9, 17]. The proper
modeling of these factors is crucial to the precise prediction of the void fractions that characterizes low pressure subcooled boiling flows and better assesses the instabilities that may occur; suitable methods can then be devised
for prevention or suppression of the phenomena.
The objective of the current work is to incorporate improvements into
the safety code relap5/mod3.2 and validate the modified code’s suitability
and predictive performance against experimental data. Likewise, comparison
between the relap5/mod3.2 and cfx predictions is highlighted. The simulation focuses on the phenomenon of Ledinegg-type instability in subcooled
boiling flows.
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Subcooled boiling model

The two fluid mechanistic model of subcooled flow boiling [9, 17], where
both the vapour and liquid phases are treated as continua, is employed. The
model solves two sets of conservation equations governing mass, momentum
and energy. Since the macroscopic fields of one phase are dependent on those
of the other phase, closure relationships for the interaction terms coupling the
transport of momentum, energy and mass of each phase across the interface
are required. These terms such as inter-phase drag, heat and mass transfer
terms in the field equations have been highlighted elsewhere [17, 15] and will
not be repeated here.
The relevant modifications made to the subcooled boiling model in relap5/mod3.2 are described as follows. For the evaluation of the Sauter mean
bubble diameter, Ds , the correlation developed by Zeitoun and Shoukri [18]
is adopted because of its applicability for subcooled boiling flow at low pressures:
D
0.0683(ρl /ρg )1.326

,
p s
=
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0.324
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where ρl and ρg are the liquid and saturated vapour densities, respectively,
σ is the surface tension, g is the gravitational acceleration and the density
difference ∆ρ = ρl − ρg . The flow Reynolds number Re = GDh /µl , where
G is the mass flux, Dh is the hydraulic diameter and µl is the liquid viscosity.
Ja is the Jacob number based on liquid subcooling and the boiling number
Bo = Q/Ghfg , where Q is the wall heat flux and hfg is the enthalpy difference
between saturated vapour and liquid.
For the bubble departure diameter dbw at the heated wall, the correlation
of Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii [8] is employed:
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.
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The equilibrium contact angle θ is taken to be 40 degrees as suggested by
Rogers and Li [12].
The wall heat flux partition concept of Judd and Hwang [7] that is applicable for low-pressure subcooled boiling flow is adopted herein. The surface
quenching heat flux


p
2 p
kl ρl Cpl f Aq (Tw − Tl ) .
(3)
Qq = √
π
Here, kl is the liquid thermal conductivity, Cpl is the liquid specific heat,
Aq is the fraction of the wall area subjected to cooling by quenching and
calculated from Aq = n (πd2bw /4) with n as the active nucleation site density.
Tw and Tl are the wall and liquid temperatures, respectively. The bubble
departure frequency of Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii [8] is

0.25
1.18 σg∆ρ
f=
.
(4)
dbw
ρ2l
The density of active nucleation sites n is obtained from Kocamustafaogullari
and Ishii’s correlation of data [8]:

−4.4
2σTsat
1
f (ρ∗) .
(5)
n= 2
dbw (Tw − Tsat ) ρg hfg
The density ratio ρ∗ = ∆ρ/ρg , and the the known function of the density
ratio f (ρ∗ ) = 2.157 × 10−7 (ρ∗ )−3.2 (1 + 0.0049ρ∗ )4.13 .
The heat flux due to vapour generation at the wall in the nucleate boiling
region can be calculated from Bowring [2] as
π

Qe = nf
d3bw ρg hfg ,
(6)
6
while the heat flux due to convection, according to the definition of local
Stanton number St, is for turbulent convection
Qc = Stρl Cpl ul (Tw − Tl ) (1 − Aq ) .

(7)
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Computational fluid dynamics codes

relap5/mod3.2 is a best-estimate thermal-hydraulic computer code for simulating hypothetical transients and accidents in water reactor coolant systems. The code simulates a two fluid system using a non-equilibrium nonhomogeneous six equation representation and applies to a wide range of reactor designs and transient/accident conditions [5]. relap5/mod3.2 is used
in nuclear safety analyses.
cfx4.2 is a general-purpose commercial cfd software with multi-phase
capabilities suitable for predicting subcooled flow boiling. It is based on a
conservative finite volume formulation using a structured, multi-block, nonorthogonal, curvilinear coordinate grid with a collocated variable arrangement [1]. The enhancements and user defined specifications to the cfx code
used in earlier studies are detailed elsewhere [17] and are repeated here.

4

Simulation conditions

The experimental set-up consisting of a vertical, rectangular heated channel
formed the basis for the simulation. The height, width and thickness of the
channel flow are 600 mm, 38 mm and 3.6 mm respectively. Per relap5 nodalization requirements, the channel was converted into an annulus having an
equivalent cross-sectional flow area and hydraulic diameter. This is because
the code relap5 can only handle either a pipe or annulus test section. The
annulus was judged to be the better configuration to provide appropriate
cross sectional flow area representation for this case (for example, preserving
the narrow gap characteristic of the experimental channel). The fluid used
for this simulation is water.
The nodalization scheme for the annulus test section used in the simulation is shown in Figure 1. The heated test section (modelled by the annular
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Figure 1: Nodalization scheme.
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Table 1: Experimental conditions
Cases
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Poutlet
(kPa)
300
300
300
300
300

Tinlet
(◦ C)
45
45
45
25
65

Q
(MW/m2 )
2.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.0

component 313) was subdivided into 20 control volumes. The two flow development sections (time dependent volumes (tdv)) upstream and downstream
of the test section where added to insure that the flow into the heated test
section is fully developed. Time dependent junctions (tdj) connect the volumes to complete the simulated system. Overall, the scheme consists of five
time dependent volumes as well as four time dependent junctions.
Table 1 summarizes the scope of the experimental conditions tested during the simulation. The data were adopted from the cea Grenoble experiments. The experimental variables Poutlet , Tinlet and Q refer to local parameters of the test section. More details regarding the experimental set-up,
instrumentation and measurement uncertainties are reported in the two ceaGrenoble reports [3, 4]. These experimental data were chosen because of the
requirement to validate the model against the configuration of the eventual
replacement of the present research reactor at ansto similar to those of the
cea test section geometry.
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Figure 2: Flow Instability Schematic.
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Results and discussion

The schematic representation to describe subcooled boiling flow instability is
shown in Figure 2. At some point downstream of the coolant flow, when the
wall temperature exceeds the saturation temperature of the liquid, nucleation
is initiated at the point called incipient boiling (ib). Further downstream,
the number of bubbles increases to what is known as the onset of significant
void (osv) point. At some point called the onset of flow instability (ofi), the
bubbles generated in significant numbers, fill the channel and cause disruption in the flow. It is in the vicinity of this region where the Ledinegg-type
of instability starts to manifest. The flow is unstable and is characterized by
abrupt increases in pressure drop as well as flow oscillations.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the simulated pressure drop and the void fraction profiles in relation to inlet velocity of the heated section for surface heat
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Figure 3: Pressure drop and void fraction profiles for an inlet temperature
of 45◦ C and outlet pressure of 300 kPa for a heat flux of 4 MW/m2 .

Figure 4: Pressure drop and void fraction profiles for an inlet temperature
of 45◦ C and outlet pressure of 300 kPa for a heat flux of 3 MW/m2 .
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Figure 5: Pressure drop and void fraction profiles for an inlet temperature
of 45◦ C and outlet pressure of 300 kPa for a heat flux of 2 MW/m2 .
fluxes of 4, 3 and 2 MW/m2 respectively for an outlet pressure of 300 kPa
and 45◦ C inlet temperature. The occurrence of the flow instability is illustrated in experiments by the upward swing of the pressure drop plot when
the critical inlet velocity is reached through steady reduction in the flow
rate. Here, the relap5/mod3.2 code (designated as relap-old) consistently
under-predicts the occurrence of the onset of flow instability for all range of
heat fluxes. However, the modified relap5/mod3.2 code (designated as relap-new) provided a closer agreement with the experimental measurements,
albeit with a slight under-prediction of the ofi with increasing heat flux.
Note from Figure 3 that the upswing in the pressure drop curve was not
well defined because the flow was inherently unstable. This observation is
consistent with the findings of Li et al. [9] and Yeoh et al. [17].
The calculation of the ofi based on the predicted pressure drop-velocity
curve can be carried-out by employing the void fraction criteria (that is, at
ofi, the void fraction is about 10%) as suggested by Yeoh et al. [17]. Since
no void fraction measurements were taken in the original experiments, the
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Figure 6: Flow instability predictions at extreme subcooling conditions with
outlet pressure of 300 kPa and heat flux of 3 MW/m2 for an inlet temperature
of 25◦ C.
ofi for the experiment was estimated as the minima of the pressure drop –
inlet velocity curve.
The predictions obtained using cfx come closest to the experimental
data as shown in Figures 3–7. This follows from earlier studies [9, 17] where
improvements applied to the cfx code demonstrated void fraction profile
predictions in close agreement with experimental data. This finding highlights the importance of the proper estimation of void fractions for improved
characterization of subcooled boiling flows.
Figures 6 and 7 show cfx predictions conform well with experimental
data in predicting the ofi in cases of extreme subcooling, whereas the modified relap code exhibited an apparent deficiency in this respect. relap-new
gave a larger margin of over-prediction of the ofi for the higher subcooling
case, although under-predicting the same for low subcooling conditions. This
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Figure 7: Flow instability predictions at extreme subcooling conditions with
outlet pressure of 300 kPa and heat flux of 3 MW/m2 for inlet temperatures
of (a) 25◦ C and (b) 65◦ C.
was probably due to the specification of a constant bubble departure size at
the heated wall. This greatly influenced the generation rate of the bubbles
determined through the evaporation heat flux in the wall heat flux partition
model.
The effect of varying heat flux on the calculated inlet velocity at ofi
is illustrated in Figure 8. Results generated using relap-old were found
to be consistently lower than the experimental values. This deficiency can
be traced to the use of the Saha–Zuber correlation in the wall evaporation
model. Tang [14] reported that the Saha–Zuber model yields a low estimate
of the void fractions at the ofi. Calculated values from relap-new and cfx
indicated a better agreement with experimental data.
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Figure 8: Effect of heat flux on the onset of flow instability (ofi)
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Conclusion

To enhance the capability of the nuclear safety code relap5/mod3.2 to predict low-pressure subcooled boiling flow instabilities, an improved subcooled
boiling model has been proposed. The proposed model features improved
correlations for the mean bubble diameter and the implementation of the
wall heat flux partition model with recent correlations that were employed
in cfx4.4 used in earlier instability studies [9, 17]. The modifications introduced in the relap5 code was validated against low-pressure subcooled
boiling flow experiments and showed significant improvements in predicting
the onset of the Ledinegg-type instability. In contrast, the default subcooled
boiling model in the old relap code consistently under-predicted the occurrence of the onset of flow instability.
Predictions obtained using the enhanced cfx code agrees well with experimental data in all cases considered. Estimates of critical inlet velocities
at ofi fall within ±8% of experimental values.
The weakness manifested by the modified version of the relap5 code in
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relation to the influence of subcooling is attributed to correlations used to
predict the bubble departure diameter at the heated wall. Further investigations are underway to address this issue.
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